SWIMMERS GUIDE TO A SAFE RETURN TO OPEN WATER
SWIMMING AT VOBSTER QUAY – COVID 19
(Version I – Guide will be updated as things change!)
Life over the last few months has changed dramatically due to the Covid 19
pandemic. As ‘lockdown’ restrictions are gradually relaxed & we are gradually able
to resume swimming activity at Vobster Quay, various operational systems & safety
protocol are being put into place in order to keep you & the Vobster Staff Team as
safe as possible. Delivering a programme of safe open water swimming this summer
will be a ‘TEAM’ effort & whilst we wish to maintain our warm, friendly & welcoming
environment, we ask everyone visiting Vobster to follow these new systems &
guidelines & cooperate fully with the social distancing/safety measures.

This guide should take you through what has changed step by step & what you can
do to help keep everyone safe & enjoying your swimming. We know you will have
questions, please READ through this guide, as it should answer the majority of
these.

Other information on safe open water swimming is being made available through the
Vobster Quay / TRIbal Triathlon websites & associated social media.
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WELCOME TO OPEN WATER SWIMMING AT VOBSTER QUAY
1 Open Water Swimming Membership, Entry Terms & Conditions & Swim Entry
Due to the new guidelines on social distancing & safety measures that are being put into place, for the
summer of 2020 & the rest of the year you will need to be a member to swim at Vobster – there will be
absolutely no turn up Pay-as-You-Go swimming. This is to allow us to safely manage numbers on site & the
social distancing requirements.
Current & Previous Vobster Quay Members
If you are a current or have been a previous member you should have already received email information
regarding new T&C’s of entry, membership renewal information & the new health screening questionnaire
that includes specific Covid 19 questions. These new T&C’s must be signed & returned before you will be
able to book a swim session. If you haven’t received this information please email: info@vobster.com.
Current memberships affected by the closure will be extended.
Renewing members can pay £45 for year from payment start date or £30 that covers (June / July / August)
If you take out a summer membership & then wish to upgrade this to a full annual membership you will be
able to do so in August by paying the additional £15
Members swim entry fees will be £5:75
New Memberships (Available from 8th June)
If you don’t have a membership you will need to take up either of the above membership options & sign the
T&C’s Health Questionnaire before you will be able to book swimming sessions. Please do not turn up
even if you have swum at Vobster before expecting to swim if you haven’t joined & booked a swim, you
won’t be able to swim. If you are a competent open water swimmer, you will be able to sign up & then we
encourage you to book a swim session during a lifeguarded swim in order that you can be introduced to the
lake & swim rules etc. If you are new to open water swimming we will be running daily introduction to open
water coaching sessions & you will be directed to one of this as part of signing up as a member.
If you would like information & application details please email: info@vobster.com call: 01373 814666
Membership Minimum Age Requirements / Junior Swimming
With swimmer safety as our absolute priority, the minimum age for Swim membership at Vobster is 16yrs or
over. With all of the new safety implications of Covid 19 guidelines there won’t be any general Junior Open
Water swimming available. For experienced Junior swimmers & multisport athletes there will be the
opportunity to swim in limited small group coaching sessions, 1-1 & household coaching sessions. For
more information on these options please contact: Richard Smith on 07768 552653 /
ecb_richards@hotmail.com
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2 Opening Hours
One of the benefits of Vobster membership this summer is both extended daily opening hours & access to
extended life guarded swim sessions. Opening hours & life guarded sessions are illustrated below. If you
book a swim session during life guarded hours you may swim alone without the requirement of a swim
buddy or land spotter. If you book a session outside of the life guarded sessions you will need a swim
buddy or land based spotter for your safety.

3 Booking Your Swim Session
Before you book a swim session at Vobster Quay, you must have a) become a member, b) signed the new
T&C’s & Health Questionnaire which will be linked to your membership number & c) be able to conform to
all of the Covid 19 requirements for entry. Once you have received your confirmation email & membership
number you will be able to book sessions. (If you haven’t received this information please email:
info@vobster.com)
To book a swim session at Vobster either call on 013738144666 specifying your membership number &
preferred day & time slot. Please note until you have received your emailed confirmation, your
session is not confirmed.
Members will be able to book one 2hour swim slot a day, which are available seven days a week based on
the timetable above. Bookings can be made up to 10 days in advance.
Please do not arrive more than 15mins before your session start time & please leave the site once you
have finished your swim & within your allocated swim session.
If you are unable to make your booked session, please give us notice of your cancellation no later than
24hrs in advance by phone or email. If you fail to notify us within this time, you may be charged for the
session.
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Tim’s Idiot Proof Guide to How You Get to Swim at Vobster Quay!

If you still don’t get it, visit: https://www.vobster.com/swimming-covid.php and if you still don’t get it email:
info@vobster.com or call: 01373 814666 & Tim will confirm whether you are an idiot or not!
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4 Facilities at Vobster – Some things will be different!
Vobster Quay is a unique & inspirational open water swimming venue that offers some of the safest & best
open water swimming in the UK. The crystal clear waters, stunning & relaxed lake environment & warm
welcome haven’t changed however some of the small things have.
Currently, under Govt. Guidelines there will be no indoor changing facilities or showers. Toilets will be
available with additional hygiene measures & these will be regularly cleaned throughout the day & deep
cleaned daily at the end of the day. Please help us with your own rigorous personal hygiene.
Indoor shelters & picnic tables will not be available & quayside spotters will be asked to observe away from
the swim entry / exit points & lifeguard stations.
Drinks & food will be available to order from the catering unit for take away only & swimmers are asked not
to hang around site to eat or drink.
Throughout the site please observe the highest standards of personal hygiene. If you don’t need to touch it,
please don’t. Wash your hands appropriately & please follow the signage & staff instructions.
There will be no hire facilities available & only limited retail stock of goggles, swim caps & tow floats. For
information & advice on swim wetsuits please contact Richard Smith (07768552653)

5 Swimming at Vobster.....Arrival to Departure
Before your first visit to Vobster this summer please read through these important steps as it will save you a
lot of time on arrival that you could be in the water swimming!
Pre-attendance: Please complete all your admin i.e. booking swim slots etc correctly & make sure that you
have email confirmation, no email & your session isn’t confirmed! Make sure you have everything you need
to swim (see equipment list on page 9). You will need to be completely self-sufficient with your swim i.e.
wetsuits, tow floats etc will not be available for hire, you will need a high viz swim cap to swim & you will
need to be able to get into & zip up your wetsuit unaided! There is a free guide to wetsuit fitting in
Appendix 2. Pack your membership card, booking information & credit card for payment.
Parking/Cycling: When you arrive at the main entrance, please observe the 5mph speed limit down the
drive, the ‘speed humps’ are there to slow you down! In June, whilst there is no diving activity on site you
will be able to park in the lower car park. This will change to the upper car park in July. Please park in the
designated parking bays & try to park with a space between your vehicle & any other. If you cycle to the
venue there will be cycle racking at the bottom of the main ramp, please park your bike & secure here & not
elsewhere on site.
Change!: Please arrive as changed as possible e.g. wetsuit to your waist / swimming costume under
garments. Once parked, please could you finish changing by your vehicle. Place an old towel, change mat
on the floor... an old piece of carpet or carpet tile make perfect change mats. Please leave large kit bags
etc in your car & walk down to the shop in your kit. You need to be self sufficient putting a wetsuit on so
practice with our free guide – Appendix 2.
Ideally this is what you should bring to the quayside/shop:
Vehicle keys – there will be a key board by the swim entry
Footwear
Swim cap, goggles & towel
Dryrobe / over garment
Membership card / method of payment / waterproof holder
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Signing In: Follow the directional arrows to the shop. Please follow 2m social distancing from other site
users. At sign in, expect to be asked Covid 19 questions, sign in for your allocated swim session with your
membership card & receive your swim entry band. This band must be worn at all times including whilst
swimming. Leave the shop via the exit lane which will be marked & follow the walk way around to the swim
entry area which is in front of the ‘starts platform’ & metal entry steps. Here you may leave your vehicle
keys, towel, footwear etc
Swim Entry: The swim entry is via the metal steps which take you down onto a rocky ledge or straight into
the water (please be aware that the rocks can be quite slippery) or via the start platform by a feet first entry.
Please do not dive into the water unless you have been coached & you have checked that the water is
clear below the platform.
The Swim Course:
Vobster Quay Swim Course
The swim course is marked with large Yellow Buoys
Please start at the first green Yonda buoy & swim
the course in a clockwise rotation, keeping the
buoys on your right hand side other than the last
one before turning back to the start
The main swim course is 750m long.
Turn right, swimming around the free dive platform
& re-joining the main course for a shorter 350m
course

Swim Etiquette / Rules:
Vobster Quay – Basic Swim Rules
Wear a brightly coloured swim cap to be seen
Follow the swim course only – no ‘off-piste’
If stopping move to one side of the course to allow
other swimmers through
Do not stop directly next to the turn buoys
No group or drafting swimming – Covid 19
Be aware & polite to other swimmers when
overtaking, pass with distance

Swim Exit: The swim exit will be marked by a flag at the bottom of the swim ramp & exit will be via the
carpeted ramp onto the quayside. Once out of the water you can retrieve your car keys & kit from the entry
area. Please dry off with a towel before returning to the shop to sign out & pay.
Signing Out: Before heading back to your vehicle, please go to the shop to sign out by handing in your
swim entry band & paying. Please could you avoid walking into the shop dripping wet... towel down on the
quayside first.
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Leaving Site: Once you have signed out, please return to your vehicle, change & leave site in order that
we can safely manage numbers on site. Clean down all your kit & shower at home. If you feel unwell
following your swim please follow online advice on NHS 111 & also inform Vobster Quay immediately.
Special Assistance: If you have any specific needs for support such as car parking or access, please
discuss these requirements with the Vobster Team when booking your swim & we will advise/assist
appropriately. Please note that we have several members who are more ‘vulnerable’ to Covid 19 & specific
arrangements are being made to accommodate their swimming.

6 Swimmer Safety At Vobster Quay & COVID 19
Your safety is our priority & we ask all our swimmers to observe the following safety guidelines & advice.
Please be responsible for your own safety. At this time, rescue puts you & our staff at an increased risk!
COVID 19 – The water quality & visibility at Vobster Quay is exceptional. It is regularly tested & monitored
& test data is updated & displayed along with the water temperature. At the moment there is very limited
research into the potential for transmission & survival of the Covid 19 virus in fresh water. Whilst the
potential risk in a lake the size & depth of Vobster is very low, there is a risk especially around areas of
higher contact such as the entry & exit points. See advice on entry & acclimatisation on page 11.

Your Health – Before swimming at Vobster you should have no health issues that may impede or pose a
risk to you or others whilst open water swimming. You must complete & sign the T&C’s of entry & the
Health Questionnaire. If you have had Covid 19, experience any symptoms or have been exposed to the
virus you must follow the guidance on isolating, track & trace & seek medical advice before returning to
swimming. Covid 19 can have serious cardio-pulmonary impacts that could have severe implications to
your swim safety & long term health.
Your Swimming Ability – Vobster Quay is a deep cold water swimming lake. At its deepest point it is 40m
depth. Water temperatures vary from 6-24degrees & during the summer months average around 1820degrees. Cold water shock can occur even when water temperatures are high, so please follow the
guidance on entry & swimming in cold water. To swim at Vobster you must: Be able to swim competently
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400m (16 lengths of a standard 25m pool), continuously without swimming aids & without stopping.
You must be comfortable swimming in deep water & be able to tread water for a minimum of 1
minute. You must have swum in open water before.

Be visible – You must wear a brightly coloured swim cap whilst in the water at all times. This is for your
safety in order that you are visible to our water safety team, especially if we need to perform a rescue from
the RHIB. For added visibility it is recommended that you swim with a tow buoy.

Lifeguards / Spotters & Buddies – If you are swimming in a lifeguarded session you may swim on your
own. You are responsible for your own safety, the lifeguards & water safety team are there to assist with
any rescue & venue safety. If you are swimming in a non lifeguarded session you must have a land based
spotter who watches you throughout your swim or a swim buddy who swims close to you & who could call
for help should you get into difficulty. Please note that rescue puts you & the rescuer at increased risk. If we
do need to rescue a swimmer we will be wearing approved PPE & will be following revised guidelines of
RLSS, DAN & the Resuscitation Council.

Swimmer Rescue / Lake Evacuation – If you get into any difficult in the water or see anyone else in
difficulty try & remain calm! Stop, settle your breathing if you can, tread water or assume the ‘life saving’
float position illustrated below. If having stopped you feel comfortable to swim in do so. If you are still in
difficulty raise one hand (don’t raise both or you may sink) and call for help. If you have a water proof
whistle blow this loudly & continuously. The Vobster water safety staff will attend to you either directly from
the quayside or most likely from the rescue RHIB. Please follow any instructions from the water safety
team.
If for any reason we need to evacuate the lake, you will hear a metallic banging noise under the water & the
repeated sounding of an air horn. If you hear this, please swim in to the swim exit point immediately &
follow Vobster Team instructions.

Lifesaving float position with relaxed breathing
7 Clubs & Groups
Current NGB Covid 19 Guidance restricts Club training activity. Sadly for the foreseeable future there will
be no Club /Group training allowed. Please do not form groups in the lake & try & swim maintaining social
distancing. Drafting another swimmer whether your own swimming buddy or not, is not recommended due
to potential transmission in water – you will be swimming in someone else’s water & spit!
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8 Coaching & Junior Swimming
Coaching & coaching / introductory workshops / junior coached swims will be limited to 1-1 up to 1-3 &
household groups. All coaching will follow stringent guidelines of social distancing & safety. Coaching
sessions must be pre booked & you must have signed the T&C’s & Health Screening Questionnaire before
attending. For information on open water introductory courses, coaching 1-1’s, junior sessions & to book,
please contact Richard Smith on 07768 552653 or email: ecb_richards@hotmail.com

9 Equipment
For specific advice on open water swimming equipment & swim wetsuits please speak to resident coach
Richard Smith. The following list of equipment is a simple guide to what you might need to be self sufficient
swimming safely at Vobster. Remember there will be no changing rooms available so you may wish to think
about wearing your swim costume &/or wetsuit to the lake. Wear a pair of shorts or joggers over the top in
your car to lessen the chance of damaging your wetsuit.
Essential Kit
Membership card, booking details, payment card
Change mat / old towel
Swim costume, trisuit, swim wetsuit
Bright coloured swim cap (compulsory)
Swim goggles
Towel
Lubrication

Clothes for after swim (undies!!)
Footwear to walk around site in
Waterproof safety whistle

Optional Kit
Dry robe or change robe
Neoprene booties, gloves, scull cap if water is cold
Tow float / dry bag
Ear plugs, nose clip if used
Small swim bag for kit
Protective water proof case for phone, payment cards etc
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10 Fitness & Preparation
Vobster Quay welcomes swimmers of all abilities, from recreational open water/wild swimmers to elite
Olympic swimmers & Triathlon World Champions! Whatever level your swimming ability is, having been out
of the water for several months, will mean that your swim fitness & technique may be a little rusty. It is
really important before returning to the water that you gradually step up your physical activity levels, stretch
& strengthen the muscles you will be using.
In your first swim back take it easy & set a realistic goal of how far you are going to swim. Break the swim
down & if you feel tired or cold, swim back in before fatigue sets in. It will take several swims before you
start to feel totally comfortable in the water.
Below are some example swim sessions to help you get back into your swimming. These sessions can
easily be adapted to any level of swimmer.

Kick start your return to swimming with these example training sessions
Most people will have spent a significant time out of the water & even if you have been able to do some
limited tethered, static swimming in an endless pool &/or land training, your swimming fitness will have
dropped & your technique may be a little rusty. Thus, your first few sessions back should start really easy &
be technique focused before you start to build progressively into harder/longer sessions.
Don’t be in a rush to get back to where you left off or you will set yourself up for an injury or may put
yourself & your immune system under unnecessary fatigue & stress. For every week of training you have
missed it may take up to 1.5-2 weeks to build that fitness back up. Your technique will return quite quickly if
you work on key drills & are patient with it.
There are no immediate races, competitions nor events, so most importantly, just enjoy being back in the
water, building the ‘feel’ of your stroke & working on open water skills like sighting, breathing & pace
control. Gradually build time in the water each session & initially keep any higher intensity speed work to
short accelerations & build swims rather than hard efforts.
The following two sessions are designed as examples of sessions you may use as you first return to open
water swimming. Whether you are more of a recreational swimmer or a competitive swimmer/multisport
athlete you can simply adapt the distances/times to suit your current level of fitness & ability.

Pre Session Warm Up
Normally, we would recommend doing some pre swim stretches & band work prior to getting into the water
either before or after you have got into your wetsuit. With swim times being restricted & social distancing
required at the venue, if you don’t have far to travel to the venue it may well be easier to do these at home.
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If you can stretch before getting in, then work through a simple whole body swim warm up based on
dynamic stretches & rotator cuff activation.

Acclimatisation
Normally we would recommend entering the water, walking in up to knee/waist deep before ‘washing your
face with water’. However, water entry & exit points in shallow water will be the most exposed areas of
water to potential contacts & with very limited scientific information on the risk of Covid 19 transmission &
virus load survival on fresh water, at this time, we recommend the following approach to acclimatization:
Walk into the water via the steps or drop carefully into the water feet first from the start platform. Gently
swim away from the side using a head up stroke. Once in deep water, either lightly tread water or lift your
knees up in front of you as if sitting in a chair, with your arms extended to the side just below the surface.
Take a small conversational breath in, place your mouth & nose in the water & exhale through your mouth
& nose, saying “2222222222222” continuously while you breathe out. Lift you head up & continue with
relaxed breathing. Repeat several times gradually putting your whole face into the water, focusing on your
out breath. If wearing a wetsuit, once you feel comfortable that your breathing has settled, lift the neck of
your wetsuit so that it is slightly open & let a small amount of water in to ‘flush’ the wetsuit. This water will
be cold initially, so keep your breathing relaxed. This water will quickly warm once you start swimming &
will help to ‘lubricate’ the wetsuit in order that it moves with your stroke rather than restricts movement.
Once you are relaxed, breathing comfortably & getting used to the water you are ready to start an easy
warm up swim.

Image: Enter the water feet first either via the steps or platform. Tread water or assume the ‘chair float’
position as illustrated above, before relaxed exhalations into the water.
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SESSION 1 – ‘FINDING YOUR FEEL OF THE WATER’
Warm Up & Breathing
Once acclimatized, start to swim nice & easy for between 2-5mins depending on your fitness & ability.
Focus on relaxed breathing & settling back into an easy, regular pattern. If you are swimming frontcrawl
gradually get into head down swimming focusing on relaxed exhalation into the water. A really good
breathing technique cue is to breathe out through your mouth & nose saying the word “twwoooooo”
continuously. This is a relaxed long out breath, which allows you to breathe in as you roll your head to the
side. As you breathe in, try not to lift your head, or look back towards your shoulder, think of your head as
an extension to your flat body, keeping positive streamlining.

Image: Correct breathing inhalation, breathing into the bow wave, with head flat in the water & only half
face visible from the side

After this first short swim try the following breathing drill sequence over a short time, or just buoy to buoy.
Remember you are still warming up & working on technique so keep this relaxed:
10 strokes breathing in every 2 strokes to the left / 10 strokes breathing in every 2 strokes to the right / 12
strokes breathing in every 3 strokes + 15sec rest REPEAT x 3-4
Main Set Drills 1 – Sculling (relax & focus on building the ‘feel’ of the water on your hands & arms)
3 x 5m position 1 - front sculling arms extended / 10m easy swim
3 x 5m position 2 - catch sculling arms in catch / 10m easy swim
3 x 5m position 3 – arms at 90degrees / 10m easy swim

Main Set Drills 2 – Sighting (relaxed breathing & focus on quality sighting/swimming in straight lines)
3 x 10 strokes ‘crocodile eyes’ drill (head up continuous) 10 strokes head down straight line swimming
based on feel & stroke balance + 10sec rest
3 x 10 strokes head down / 3-4 strokes head up crocodile eyes / 10 strokes head down swimming + 10sec
rest
3 x 20 strokes breathing every 2 strokes sighting each stroke cycle 10 strokes head down swimming +
10sec rest
3 x 24 strokes breathing every 6 strokes + 10sec rest
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Image: ‘Crocodile eyes’ drill breathing out into the water lift your head straight up at the mid line so you are
looking straight ahead, head still & just your eyes out of the water

Main Set - Build Swims (focus on quality technique, sighting every 6-8strokes & relaxed breathing)
Base on your fitness & ability, set yourself a distance of between 100-200m or buoy to buoy or 1-2mins
swim time & complete repetitions
3 x 100m building from super easy relaxed swimming into a comfortable aerobic tempo swim + 30sec rest
100m easy swim
3 x 100m build swim as above + 30sec rest
100m easy swim

Easy Warm Down Swim & Stretch
Relaxed swim back to the swim exit. Focus on really good stroke length, lengthen your horizontal body
position, rolling from side to side with your breathing

This whole session should feel relaxed & easy. Adjust the distances, swim times & repetitions to your
current swim fitness & ability. In your first session, if you start to feel tired, stop before you get too fatigued
& swim back in. Little steps now will get you back towards your bigger goals faster & without injuries.
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SESSION 2 – ‘WAKING UP YOUR ENGINE’
Warm Up & Breathing
Once acclimatized, similar to session one complete a 3-4min easy swim but this time swim about 40strokes
really relaxed, easy & extending through the rotation of your stroke length, then swim about 40strokes with
a slight increase in your stroke rate (turn over not effort), then lengthen out again alternating the focus
40strokes long, 40strokes stroke rate. Breathing should be regular, & your normal relaxed rhythm. Don’t
forget to sight every 6-8strokes!
Have a short rest. After this first short swim try the following breathing drill sequence over a short time, or
just buoy to buoy. Remember you are still warming up & working on technique so keep this relaxed:
20 strokes breathing in every 2 strokes to the left / 20 strokes breathing in every 2 strokes to the right / 20
strokes breathing in every 3 strokes + 15sec rest REPEAT x 2-3
20 strokes breathing every 2 / 3 / 2 strokes / 20strokes breathing rhythm of choice (i.e. breathe in on the 2nd
stroke on the left for 2 cycles, breathe through 3 strokes, breathe in on the 2nd stroke on the right for 2
cycles + 15sec rest REPEAT x 2-3

Main Set 1 – Switching on Your Engine Intervals
Use swim time, estimated distance or stroke count
5 x 100m as 50m pick up i.e. accelerate from an easy start up to an aerobic tempo effort / 50m easy
aerobic cruise + 20sec rest
Main Set 2 – Getting into 3rd Gear
3 x 200m at an aerobic tempo effort i.e. you know you are working but the swim is comfortable + 45sec rest
(if you haven’t fully recovered after 45sec rest you are swimming these intervals too hard)
Main Contrast Set 3 – Checking you Have Your Other Gears
10 strokes easy / 10strokes build to aerobic tempo effort / 10strokes easy / 10strokes fast / 10strokes super
easy + 20sec rest REPEAT x 5-6

Easy Warm Down Swim & Stretch
Relaxed swim back to the swim exit. Focus on really good stroke length, lengthen your horizontal body
position, rolling from side to side with your breathing
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11 Protect your immune system Training & Nutrition
At this time it is really important to ‘bulletproof’ your immune system, whether you are exposed to and
become infected by Covid 19 or not, your ability to fight off and/or recovery from infection is significantly
impacted by how good your immune system is and influences of any other underlying health issues such as
asthma or diabetes. The following information is as relevant to the basic health and well being of any
athlete as it is specifically to the current public health crisis. Sport at a performance level can put an
athlete’s body and mind under significant stress and at times close to a fine line between optimal health
and fitness and overtraining, illness and injury. Use this information and time to help develop optimal health
habits is a very positive goal.

Supporting Your Immune System
Your innate immune response (IIR) provides immediate daily protection against the pathogens which can
expose us to harm. It is regulated by mechanical, biochemical and anatomical defence mechanisms that
are highly efficient at preventing infection and its spread, but these are indiscriminate. Your innate immune
response is the first line of defence and if healthy, should stop or limit infection. Mechanical e.g. skin and
chemical e.g. tears / saliva help prevent pathogens entering our body, whilst ‘natural killer cells’ and
macrophages detect a foreign body or pathogen and attack them in a non-discriminatory way. Human
behaviour can significantly impact the effectiveness of the mechanical barriers of the IIR. Regular hand
washing and good hygiene is best practice for all athletes, as is avoiding unnecessary touching of your
face, mouth, eyes, nose and ears where pathogens may enter more easily. Moderate exercise has been
shown to enhance your IIR, whereas prolonged high intensity exercise may weaken its response.
You adaptive immune response (AIR) involves white blood cells, lymphocytes and antibodies modifying to
attack specific pathogens. Whilst your AIR takes longer to respond and adapt, it has the ability to learn and
memorize methods of eradicating pathogens from previous exposure and thus, once exposed to a
pathogen, the AIR response is much more rapid and effective. Again moderate exercise volume and
intensity may enhance the AIR.

Being Aware of Your Stressors and Reducing Stress
Stress and its negative impacts on physical and mental health are well researched and proven. Becoming
more aware of the key stressors in your life and the potential impact that these may have on your health
and performance is really important. It is all too easy to ignore stressors until you experience the signs and
symptoms.
Write a list of things that put you physically and mentally under stress and what triggers this stress.
Did you include physical training in your list? This, in the main, is a positive form of physical stressor as it
encourages the body to adapt and your fitness levels improve. However, sudden increases in training
demand; very high intensity/impact exercise or overtraining compounded with a poor diet or lack of sleep
can have a negative impact.
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Next to each stressor, write down how it makes you feel and/or the physical/mental consequences
of when this type of stress builds up.
Finally, try and find and write down strategies that flag up early when each stressor is building and
how you might control or reduce this stressor.
Consider whether the stress is easily inside your control, in which case, make decisions or changes that
reduce this stress. If the stress is outside of your control, consider how you might remove the stress or seek
support/help from others who may be able to help you reduce the stress. Talking with experienced others is
a great starting point.

Sleep and Sleep Hygiene
Sleep and sleep hygiene are possibly the most important factors in a healthy/performance lifestyle and a
robust immune system and yet, they are often least understood and poorly practiced. Sleep deprivation
studies have shown that in a relatively short period of time, significant negative physical and mental health
changes occur.
Hours of sleep required varies from one individual to another and also at different stages of growth,
development and in response to physical training loads. Quality of sleep, i.e. whether you sleep through
and wake refreshed or your sleep is disrupted and you wake tired, is as important as sleep hours. Staying
up late watching films, gaming, or on your phone and social media, then sleeping in late, tends to lead to
poor sleep habits and sub optimal recovery and performance. Try and develop quality sleep and sleep
hygiene habits:
- Most young people need at least 8hrs and some during periods of heavy training, up to 12hrs
- Establish a regular routine of going to bed and waking at the same time each day. A routine that
means you go to bed before you are really tired and that you wake refreshed from sleep
- Create a positive sleep environment i.e. you have a comfortable bed, pillow and flexible bed covers
to suit different temperatures; your room temperature is cool, but not cold, and your bedroom is well
ventilated
- Set aside time before sleep in which you turn off your electrical devices, TV and white light, instead
read a book or listen to some relaxing music to wind down
- If you have lots of things on your mind, write down a few notes or a to do list in order that you can
park those thoughts
- Practice some relaxation, breathing or meditation/mindfulness techniques
Sleep hygiene has been show to significantly improve mental and physical performance and also support
enhanced athletic recovery. During periods of high volume training e.g. training camps, afternoon ‘power
naps’ may enhance recovery due to a natural release of growth hormone in the initial sleep cycles. These
power naps should be relatively short, up to 30mins. Ideally, you should wake naturally from them (you may
need to use an alarm initially) and you should not fall into deep REM sleep or you may wake feeling more
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jaded. Power naps should not be used to make up for poor night time sleep. Athlete’s who may be
overtraining or doing heavy training compounded by other external stressor may experience more disrupted
sleep and this is a marker, if experienced over several days, of the need to potentially back things down.

Exercise, training and your immune system
Early research suggested that there was a significant reduction in immune function following a significant
bout of intense or prolonged exercise, specifically upper respiratory tract infections. However, more recent
research theories have now shifted to suggest that exercise is a very important stimulant for improved
immune function, as long as the exercise bout is relative to the current levels of fitness of the athlete and is
of moderate stress to the athlete’s body in terms of intensity and duration.
During exercise there is a dramatic increase in the number of immune cells found in the bloodstream as an
acute response to exercise. e.g. the natural ‘ killer cells’ increase 10-fold. When exercise stops, the number
of circulating immune cells decreases dramatically, sometimes falling below pre-exercise levels and
remaining low for 3-72hours before returning to normal. This was seen as evidence of an ‘immunosuppressive’ effect. It is, however, now believed that the decline in immune cells post exercise doesn’t
mean that they’ve been lost or destroyed (causing immune suppression) rather that they are redistributed,
specifically to areas of the body which might have become damaged or infected. For example, some cells
are redistributed to the lungs due to the increase in forced breathing rate and depth particularly during
intensive exercise.
Finding a balance or ‘sweet spot’ between exercise intensity and duration and immune adaptation is
illustrated by the concept called the ‘J-curve’. With too high an exercise load causing a stress response that
weakens the body’s immune defence.
URI = Upper Respiratory Infection
J curve suggests moderate
exercise/training loads relative to current
fitness levels boosts the immune response,
whereas heavy prolonged and high
intensity exercise loads potentially increase
the risk of infection

It is now believed that it is not just the actual exercise load that is causal, rather it is factors around this that
impact the immune support i.e. the total stress load, factors that include sleep disruption, temperature
changes, fatigue, altered or inadequate diet, dehydration, psychological stress and/or environmental
exposures.
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Nutrition and Hydration
Maintaining positive hydration through the day and eating a healthy and varied diet that is balanced in
terms of macro and micro nutrients and high in nutritional value is fundamental to health and sports
performance. Preparing food from sustainably sourced, fresh, unprocessed and raw ingredients increases
the nutritional content of a meal significantly, as does using ‘low impact’ cooking methods such as
steaming.
Before looking at the key healthy eating bullet points below, consider food sourcing as how and what you
buy will determine what you prepare, cook and eat.
Have a look at the picture of food above. It reflects the broad range of macronutrients i.e. whole proteins,
carbohydrates and healthy oils and fats and also key sources of micronutrients i.e. naturally occurring
dietary vitamins and minerals – eating to the ‘colours of the rainbow’. Now visualise the food in the image
above in your shopping trolley/sitting on the conveyor belt. If your normal shop mirrors this you are a long
way towards eating a healthy athlete diet. If, however, your trolley contains a lot of pre-packed foods, ready
meals and snacks you should look to make some significant changes.
Summary of healthy athlete eating:
- Drink a glass of water first thing in the morning in order to start positively hydrating. Drink regularly
through the day (between 2-4 litres) and especially around and during strenuous exercise when fluid
intake should increase
- Try and eating 5-6 smaller meals and healthy snacks through the day and around your training and
recovery rather than 2-3 big meals. This helps to maintain more stable blood sugar levels and drip
feeds in the nutrients that your body needs for recovery, growth and adaptation
- Include regular portions of ‘whole’ proteins (or a wide variety of proteins if you are a vegetarian /
vegan) these provide the proteins/amino acid building blocks for recovery (oily fish also provide
great sources of healthy omega oils)
- Eat a wide range of fresh foods across the ‘colours of the rainbow’ as this will help to optimise the
intake of important micronutrients
- Try and eat a variety of, and at least 5 portions of, fresh fruit and vegetables each day
- Aim to eat energy rich foods e.g. starchy carbohydrates such as porridge oats earlier in the day
when you need energy for the day and exercise and lower energy foods e.g. fibrous carbohydrates
such as broccoli in your evening meal when you don’t need so much fuel
- Try an eat nutritional balanced meals and snacks e.g. a breakfast of scrambled egg on rye toast
with smoked salmon, baby spinach leaves and tomato and balsamic dressing
NB: A portion is approximately the relative size/covering of the palm of an individual’s hand
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Supplementation and Infection
There are a couple of nutritional supplements that you may consider in helping to support a strong immune
system, they are Vitamin D and Zinc. Vitamin D is suggested on the basis that colds and flu tend to be
prevalent in the winter months when the body sees less sunlight. Sunlight is essential to the body’s
production of Vitamin D. The easiest way to supplement Vitamin D is a high quality fish oil supplement,
which also provides a positive source of healthy omega oils. Zinc is a micronutrient required in relatively
small amounts i.e. RDA 15mg, but it is important in supporting the healthy function of immune cells in
preventing infection.

Glutamine is a non essential amino acid i.e. the body can produce it from nutrients in the diet, however in
studies on exercise recovery, it has been shown to both enhance recovery and support the post exercise
recovery of the immune system. Glutamine production tends to be suppress during exercise when
carbohydrate supplies become depleted thus, if carbohydrates are consumed during more prolonged
exercise or carbohydrate and Glutamine is supplemented during post exercise recovery, the immune
system is less likely to be compromised.
By way of conclusion, current research suggests that moderate exercise will enhance immunity, making
you more resistant to infection and offering an enhanced immune response once infected. High intensity
and prolonged exercise may also provide benefits to immune health, however, if not sequenced with
appropriate recovery, this could put you at greater risk of infection. A 4hrs ‘infection window’ should be
observed after heavy exercise to reduce the risk of picking up a pathogen. Maintaining positive hydration
and fuelling properly with regular carbohydrate intake during exercise and consuming carbohydrate
immediately after exercise has been linked to increased resistance to infection, as has post-exercise
Glutamine supplementation. Also, ensure that your exercise programme is balanced so that you don’t build
up unnecessary troughs of fatigue.
Following the guidelines on eating a healthy mixed; eating fresh foods across the ‘rainbow colours’ should
fuel a strong immune system. During the winter months you may consider supplementing your food intake
with Zinc and Vitamin D and C due to the limited exposure to sunlight.
If you do succumb to a viral or bacterial infection, research supports the use of Vitamin C, Glutamine and
Echinacea supplementation at the first signs of sickness in order to shorten and reduce the severity of the
illness. Whilst it is too early examine the exact impact of supplementation on Covid 19, there is good
research evidence of its successful use in treating influenza and other Corona virus’ and it is currently
being used, with what look like positive outcomes, in the treatment of Covid 19. Thus, based on the most
recent and accepted research, the following mega dose protocol is suggested:
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Infection Management Supplement Protocol:
At the first sign of infection – consume:
1000mg Vitamin C
1000mg Glutamine
500mg Echinacea
Repeat this dose every hour for 6 hours
Continue with the same dose every 2-3hrs for the remainder of the day
On waking the following day: Repeat the same dosage and continue to repeat the dose every 3hrs,
ensuring that you take a full dose just before bedtime. Continue with this each day while significant
symptoms persist.
When symptoms diminish significantly: Revert to following the dose 3 times per day – once in the morning
– once at mid day and once before bed.
Once symptoms have disappeared: Take the above dose once per day for 2 days in the evening before
bed
If you are asymptomatic: Revert to your normal healthy diet aiming to consume your recommended
micronutrient intake via whole foods.
Please note, 1000mg = 1gram. Vitamin C is a diuretic and thus, in high mega dosages is likely
increase urine production and potentially diarrhoea
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Appendix 1 – Safe Return to Open Water Swimming – Part 1
1 Is open water swimming essential to your health and well being?
For some, swimming and water activity is a lifeline, a release, a sanctuary, the headspace you need during
this crisis. For others, it is a sport, an important but non essential part of life. If it is not essential to your
well-being, or perhaps puts you and others at greater risk, stick to other forms of physical exercise and
activity. Open water swimming is a high risk activity, so now is not the time to try it if you aren’t
experienced!

2 Are you fit and ready to swim?
You may have been exercising and may have even tried
tethered swimming, but you won’t be as swim fit as you
have been. You won’t be as acclimatised to cold water,
so be aware of ‘cold water shock’ and also your
capabilities. Take your time acclimatising through ‘face
washing’ and relaxing your breathing before starting
your swim. Build back into it progressively. Moderate
intensity exercise over a duration that you are used to
supports a healthy immune system, whereas prolonged
high intensity exercise can lead to immune suppression,
so exercise within your current capabilities – you won’t
be racing for a while. If you have been unwell especially
if you have had Covid 19 (even if you have recovered
and are asymptomatic), you should not attempt open
water swimming.

3 Do you have an open water swimming buddy?
Do you share a household with a swim buddy or have someone you can swim with who is in a low risk
group and who you can feel comfortable socially distancing from? Never swim alone, especially at this time.
A buddy can watch over you and monitor any change in conditions, alerting help if something were to go
wrong. Always have ‘sight’ of your buddy whilst respecting social distancing. Make sure your land support
is in sight and has emergency information readily available.

4 Stay local
Although guidelines have changed, stating you can ‘travel a distance’ to exercise, you know your local
environment and thus should be safer in bodies of water that you are already familiar with. Travelling a
distance may also increase the risk of spreading the virus and / or putting stress on other areas and the
emergency services. At the moment, England is the only country allowing travel for exercise, so be mindful
not to cross borders.

5 Are you water safe aware?
Do you know the body of water you are planning on swimming in, the potential risks and the safe entry and
exit points specifically where you plan to swim? Have you checked the weather, water quality, tidal
conditions, currents, RIP’s and specific warnings? Is the body of water supported by lifeguards, RNLI and
are they on patrol? (most open water swimming venues are still closed, beaches and lakes are unlifeguarded and rescue puts you and others at an increased risk)
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6 Is it safe to swim?
When you arrive STOP, LOOK, LISTEN and ask yourself is the water really safe to swim in. This is your
dynamic risk assessment. The water might look very inviting, but if you have any concerns especially
around safe entry and exit points and water conditions, you should reconsider or adapt your plans.

7 Are you experienced / equipped?
Whilst lockdown has a provided people with a great opportunity to try new things and learn new skills, if you
don’t have experience open water swimming, even if you are a competent pool swimmer, now is perhaps
not quite the time to jump in for the first time. Seek some professional / competent advice and make sure
you have appropriate equipment such as a tow float / high viz swim cap; wetsuit; water proof whistle for
safety etc

8 Have an emergency plan!
Know your safe entry and exit points. If there is a current or tidal conditions, always have a safe exit point
downstream that the current will allow you to comfortably swim to, or only swim in shallow water that you
can easily walk out of. Have ‘line of sight’ and contact with your land support at all times. Make sure that
you have access to working mobile communications in case you do need the support of the emergency
services dialling 112 or 999.
For detailed information from Royal Life Saving Society, British Triathlon and Swim England please use this
link: https://www.sh2out.org/news/key-safety-advice-for-open-water-swimmers-is-published-as-lockdownis-eased_200
YONDA Wetsuits: www.yondasports.com
For more information, advice on equipment and open water swim coaching contact Richard Smith
Mob: 07768552653
Email: ecb_richards@hotmail.com / www.tribaltriathlon.co.uk
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Appendix 2 - Getting into Your Wetsuit and Fitting it Correctly
Knowing how to put your wetsuit on and fitting it correctly will not only prevent it getting damaged, it will
mean that you get the best and most comfortable performance out of it. Rushing to get into your wetsuit,
whether before a training swim or a race, can result in abrasion rubs/cuts; swimming with restrictions in the
shoulders or across your chest; leakage or flooding of your wetsuit and poor/slow transitions out of your
wetsuit if you are racing multisport. Take your time, working systematically through each step described
below for the best fit and performance. Remember during Covid 19 restrictions you may well need to be
totally self sufficient in terms of getting into and zipping up your wetsuit, so practice before you take your
first swim!

STEP 1: Turn your wetsuit swim skin side out & then roll it down to the
waist line, as illustrated, holding the thicker inside of the wetsuit rather
than the swim skin to prevent tears/nail damage. Check that the zip is
at the back so you are putting the wetsuit on the correct way round &
that your sleeves are the correct way round (we often see Newbies
getting their wetsuit on completely, only to realize the zip is at the
front!).
As you look down, your wetsuit should now look like a pair of trousers.

STEP 2: Carefully point your toe & slide one leg into the wetsuit,
pushing your leg down as you carefully pull the wetsuit up from the
double thickness waistline. Aim to get the wetsuit as far up your leg as
possible in a single movement. TIPS: You can wear an old pair of
socks to help slide your foot/lower leg into the wetsuit / If it is hot you
may want to wipe your skin dry with a towel before putting the wetsuit
on / if you are racing, wiping baby oil onto your skin can make
removing your wetsuit quickly in transition easier.

STEP 3: Using the skin pads on your fingers and avoiding using your
nails, take any creases & work the neoprene up your leg until it is
comfortable, flat & in the right position, before working on the next
crease. Repeat the process with the other leg & then fit the wetsuit up
onto your hips & into the crouch. It is really important that you properly
fit the lower half of your wetsuit, before attempting to put your arms
into your wetsuit. TIP: If you don’t work each crease up and you get
repeated folds the neoprene tends to stick making putting on your
wetsuit much harder.
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STEP 4: Now lift the front of the wetsuit up & in a similar fashion to the
legs, carefully push one arm into the first sleeve whilst pulling it up
from the inside of the shoulder. Again, try & push / pull as much of the
arm in, in one movement. Take your time working each crease up until
the wetsuit is fitted well over your shoulder. Repeat the process on
your other arm in order that both arms are fully in & the wetsuit is
sitting well on your shoulders. Before attempting to zip up, make any
adjustments to the crutch, hips & then using your finger pads work the
suit up your body moving a crease from one side of your hips to the
other, up your chest & onto your shoulders. TIP: Take your time fitting
the upper body & arms of the wetsuit as this will impact your breathing,
reach, neck abrasions & potentially water flooding into the suit if done
badly.

STEP 5a Top down zipper: Tuck in any of the wetsuit zipper, along with any bits of garments you
are wearing under your wetsuit. Pull the two sides of the shoulders together & align the zip joining
the two sides. By bringing your hands together & shoulders back you will find it much easier to fit
the zip. Keeping your shoulders back & your lower back slightly arched, pull the zip cord all the
way down to the bottom. Finally, align the velcro neck fastening, taking care that all of the hooked
surface isn’t left exposed. TIP: Apply lubricant to the neck below the neckline of your wetsuit
before fastening the zipper.

A couple of useful videos on You Tube:
How to put your wetsuit on!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fkWnawbn5jU
How to take your wetsuit off quickly!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ucs8EGCXi0
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STEP 5b Bottom up zipper: Tuck in any of the wetsuit zipper, along with any bits of garments
you are wearing under your wetsuit. Pull the two sides of the shoulders together before taking
hold of the zip cord. Keeping your shoulders back & your lower back slightly arched, pull the zip
cord all the way up to the top stop. If you are still struggling to get the zip done up drop into a
slight squat position, with your shoulders back, as this can assist in pulling the zip up. Finally,
align the velcro neck fastening, taking care that all of the hooked surface isn’t left exposed. TIP:
Apply lubricant to the neck below the neckline of your wetsuit before fastening the zipper.

STEP 6: The final, but important part of fitting your wetsuit which
can make a big difference both in terms of your wetsuits
performance when swimming & your speed of removing your
wetsuit in transition is known as ‘flushing’. This can be done on the
waters’ edge or once you are in the water. Open the neck of your
wetsuit up a little & splash a small amount of water into the wetsuit.
Push this water around inside the wetsuit, you will feel the wetsuit
loosen from your skin, particularly around your shoulders, arms,
chest, hips & lower back. This flushing allows the wetsuit to move &
work with your body rather than constrict movement, sticking to your
skin. Do not flood your wetsuit!
TIP: If you are taking part in a race/event & you are not allowed in
the water prior to the start, you are usually held in a starting pen.
Have a small bottle of water to take into the start pen that you can
both drink from to remain hydrated & that you can use to flush your
wetsuit just before the start.

YONDA Wetsuits: www.yondasports.com
For more information, specific advice wetsuits, open water equipment & open water swim coaching contact
Richard Smith – TRIbal Triathlon High Performance Coach
Mob: +447768 552653
Email: ecb_richards@hotmail.com / www.tribaltriathlon.co.uk
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